
Daybreak Gathering 9/21/23  
 
Sanctuary Series Part One 
Assignment: 
Rapture: Before the Final Sunset – Rapture Ready article by Lisa 
 

 

Questions 

 
Nightfall 
From the very second after our disappearance, perpetual, spiritual nightfall will settle upon an 
unsuspecting people.  
 

1) As more happens with the globalists’ push toward Agenda 2030, do you feel the anticipation 
building among rapture watchers you know personally and the pastors and teachers you 
watch/read online? Would you say you personally have a greater sense of anticipation or 
dread? 
 

2) Does your excitement over our impending rescue often give way to sadness when you realize 
what our rescue will mean for billions of others, some even closest to your own heart? 

 
3)  Do you ever allow your mind to imagine what those who are left behind will suffer once 

we’re gone? (I didn’t make your suggested change since it changed the context of my 
intended question. I did change this a little, but if it needs additional changes, then we can 
work on it together.) 
 

4) Can you even conceive of the level of wickedness and deception that will rise in the vacuum 
left by the removal of the Spirit-filled church? 
 

5) Do you more often shake your head to chase away the images of the coming four horsemen 
riding, bringing wars and famine, death and destruction, because it is all simply too much to 
bear? 
 

 
Blaze of God’s Glory 
What if we found a constructive way to process our heartbreak and reach out to them after we’re 
gone? What if we go out in such a blaze of God’s glory that we cast light ahead into their existence 
like shining stars on the black canvas of night? 
 
Spiritual Provisions 
 

1) Have you begun to build a “sanctuary” in your home, a place for the left behind to take 
refuge, or does the business of daily life vie for your attention? 

2) If you were gone today, what would the left behind find in your home of your life with 
Jesus?  

- Have you written a letter to your home invaders that tells of your love for God and 
His love for them? 
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- Have you written a letter to the ones you know who may be left behind? 
 

3) Do you pray for the return of Jesus today, yet forget to take action to provide for “them” 
tomorrow? (I added “forget” as if giving an understandable out. I do think it’s a reminder 
that they are accountable for not acting on what they know. I don’t think it’s too much to 
ask to leave letters telling what’s happened, especially for people who know what’s coming.) 

 
Physical Provisions 
 

4) Over the past few years of occasional supply chain interruptions and threats of coming 
economic downturns, have you made food and medical supply provisions? 
 

5) In Matthew 24:38, do Jesus’ words that the world will be as in the days of Noah, people 
eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, lead you to believe we will be gone 
before massive global food shortages?  
 

- Have you heard different viewpoints on the meaning of this verse? 
 

6) Have you ever considered that items in your “storehouse” may be gathered by the left 
behind?  

 
 
Give Hope 
It’s all so unimaginable for me that I find myself dreading addressing them. So I’ve stalled and 
allowed the item on my to-do list titled “Missing Letter” to be carried over week after week, month 
after month. 
 

1) Do you so dread addressing the left-behind issue that you find you are paralyzed and not 
able to form the words to write a missing letter? 
 

2) Read 1 Peter 3:15. Besides a missing letter, how might you share the hope you have now 
with those who waited too late to call upon Jesus for salvation? 
 

3) Have you ever considered that you can cast light forward into the darkened world of the 
tribulation? 
 

4) If you’ve spent the past few years unsuccessfully trying to reach the lost on this side of the 
tribulation, would you be willing to spend a few weeks trying to “minister” to them on the 
other side?  
 
 

As we enter this series, consider some creative ways you might be able to “blaze,” to cast light into 
the future darkness. We will all benefit from one another’s thoughts and ideas.  
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